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Hoist selection, mounting and accessories.
IMER Pull-Up Series



Step 1: Weight

Select the maximum lifting capacity needed to lift the 
materials and any optional components to the desired 
floor, scaffold or roof.
Example question: How much weight do you intend to lift at one time?

Example answer: 400 lbs. The Pull-Up 450 and the 650 will both work.



Step 2: Height

Determine the lifting height needed.
Example question: How high will you need to lift the material from the ground?

Example answer: 175 feet. The Pull-up 650 can lift 220 feet. The 450 max lifting 
height is 160’.



Step 3: Mounting

Determine the mounting options based on job site 
conditions.
Example question: Are you mounting this on pipe scaffolding or on a flat surface?

Example answer: The building has pipe scaffolding running along the entire 
structure. The post mount for the Pull-up 450, track for the Pull-up 450 or 650 will 
work.



Step 4: Accessories

Add accessories to make lifting safe and easy.
Example question: What do you need to lift the material safely up to the desired 
location?

Example answer: I am lifting with buckets. The 4 bucket carrier is probably best for 
my application.



Overview: Combinations
Select Hoist Select Mounting Option

Or Or
Pull-Up 650 Pull-Up 450 Trolley Track (scaffold mount) Gantry

Use with Pull-Up 450 or 650. 7’ and 8’ spacingComes with either IMER 
or Beta-Max style trolley

included in price.

Comes with Post Mount.
Add Trolleyto use with 

Trolley Track

3 components for Gantry:
1191240 Gantry

1199220 Sand Counterweights (ea) 
1199230 Footplate

Choose either IMER style
or Beta Max style. If new 
setup then choose IMER.

Optional track mount.
Choose IMER style or Beta 

Max style. If new setup 
choose IMER

IMER style Trolley Track: Select either hoist 
and select IMER style with Pull-up 650 or 

Pull-up 450

Gantry is a complete solution. 
Choose hoist with IMER style 

trolley only.

Select Accessories

4 bucket carrier 2 bucket carrier Wedge bucket Cone bucket Scaffold hooks

Pull-up 650 Only

Double rope kit Track trolley

Pull-up 450 Only


